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Abstract

Transformer-based language models, which are001
pretrained on large-scale unsupervised data and002
then finetuned on task-specific datasets, have003
become the dominant paradigm for various nat-004
ural language generation tasks. The finetuning005
and usages of such models are typically con-006
ducted in an end-to-end manner. This work007
attempts to develop a control mechanism by008
which a user can select spans of context as009
“highlights” for the model to focus on, while010
generating output text. To achieve this goal, we011
augment a pretrained model with trainable “at-012
tention vectors” that are directly applied to the013
model’s embeddings, while the model itself is014
kept fixed. These vectors, trained on automatic015
annotations derived from attribution methods,016
act as indicators for context importance. We017
test our approach on two core generation tasks:018
dialogue response generation and abstractive019
summarization. We also collect evaluation data020
where the highlight-generation pairs are anno-021
tated by humans. Our experiments show that022
the trained attention vectors are effective in023
steering the model to generate outputs that are024
relevant to user-selected highlights.025

1 Introduction026

Transformer-based models pretrained on large-027

scale text data have become the dominant paradigm028

for natural language generation (NLG) tasks029

(Roller et al., 2020; Lewis et al., 2019; Raffel et al.,030

2020). The attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al.,031

2016; Vaswani et al., 2017), which aggregates infor-032

mation via a weighted average over word-level em-033

beddings, plays a vital role in these models. The at-034

tention mechanism serves two major purposes: (1)035

It captures linguistic phenomena in the input (Clark036

et al., 2019; Kovaleva et al., 2019; Kobayashi et al.,037

2020); (2) It helps the model focus on relevant038

portions of the input (e.g., alignment in machine039

translation (Bahdanau et al., 2016) and abstractive040

summarization (Rush et al., 2015)).041

Figure 1: Illustration of our motivation: different high-
lights in the input (including persona) lead to different
generations. This example is from our collected dia-
logue data for evaluation (Section 3).

The attention mechanism is particularly useful 042

as it does not require any explicit supervision: the 043

model learns to focus on relevant parts of the in- 044

put through end-to-end training. However, this 045

property makes it difficult to explicitly control the 046

model’s focus across multiple contexts, as the atten- 047

tion distribution is on word-level. Moreover, trans- 048

former models have multiple layers of multi-head 049

attention modules (Vaswani et al., 2017), and it is 050

not clear which head’s attention distribution should 051

be intervened upon. This is especially sub-optimal 052

in some NLG applications involving a relatively 053

long input such as dialogue or summarization: fo- 054

cusing on different spans of the input could result 055

in completely different generations (illustrated in 056

Figure 1). It would be attractive to give the user an 057

option to steer the model’s focus. 058

This goal brings about significant challenges. 059

For one, many popular NLG datasets are collected 060

in an end-to-end manner, i.e., without annotations 061

of which spans of input are most relevant to the 062

reference target. It would also be ideal for the 063

proposed approach to be compatible with existing 064

pretrained transformer models, as re-training such 065

models is often costly. 066
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In this work, we propose an attention vec-067

tor framework to address the challenges outlined068

above. Our contributions are as follows:069

• To control the model’s attention, we augment070

the pretrained model with trainable attention071

vectors which are directly applied to the en-072

coder embeddings corresponding to the high-073

lighted input spans. The model itself is kept074

fixed, and no further changes to the model075

architecture is needed.076

• To train the attention vectors, we utilize attri-077

bution methods to derive automatic highlight078

annotations from existing end-to-end training079

data, which obviates the need for manual hu-080

man annotations.081

• For principled evaluation and future work082

in this direction, we collect and release hu-083

man evaluation data where the highlight-084

generation pairs are annotated by humans.085

• We test our method on two core NLG tasks:086

dialogue response generation and abstractive087

summarization. Experiments show that the088

trained attention vectors are effective in steer-089

ing the model to generate a relevant output090

given the selected highlights.091

2 Model Formulation092

We assume the target model is a standard pretrained093

transformer encoder-decoder model (Vaswani et al.,094

2017) that has already been finetuned on end-to-end095

task-specific data (e.g., dialogue or summarization)096

with the standard negative log-likelihood (NLL)097

loss. Our goal is to establish a control mechanism098

whereby the user can highlight several spans of099

the input, and the model is supposed to generate100

outputs relevant to the highlighted text. Crucially,101

this mechanism should not change the base model,102

in order to allow the user to default back to the103

original model if desired.104

We begin by establishing notation. We de-105

note the end-to-end training data by tx,yu, where106

x “ tx1, ..., xnu refers to the input token sequence,107

and y refers to the corresponding reference target108

token sequence. During evaluation, some spans109

of the input x will be highlighted, and we use a110

binary indicator ci to indicate whether the ith input111

token is to be highlighted during generation. This112

work only considers complete sentences as a valid113

highlight span. This design choice is mainly for114

convenience during our human-annotated evalua- 115

tion data collection. But our framework can readily 116

be generalized to phrase-level or even discontigu- 117

ous highlights. 118

Suppose the encoder model is composed of L 119

transformer layers. We denote the d-dimensional 120

output embedding of the ith position on the lth 121

encoder layer by hl
i. We use th0

i u to denote the 122

input embeddings. Each decoder layer performs 123

multi-head cross-attention on the outputs of the en- 124

coder, where the attention weight computation for 125

the hth head on the lth decoder layer is formulated 126

as below: 127

αh,l
i,j “ softmax

iPt1...nu

˜

kphL
i q ¨ qh,l

j
?
d

¸

. (1) 128

Here kp¨q is a linear transform, and αi,j is the at- 129

tention weight assigned to encoder output hL
i , for 130

the jth position decoder query vector qj . We use 131

PMpy|xq to denote the probability assigned to y 132

given input x by the original target model. For 133

more details of the transformer encoder-decoder 134

architecture, we refer readers to Vaswani et al. 135

(2017). 136

Our proposed framework involves two stages. 137

We first obtain automatic highlight annotations us- 138

ing attribution methods. Then, these annotations 139

are used to train the attention vectors. In the next 140

section, we review the attribution methods. 141

2.1 Attribution Methods 142

Many popular NLG datasets are collected end-to- 143

end, i.e., without annotations of which spans of 144

input are relevant to the reference target. To obtain 145

these annotations (which are needed to train our 146

attention vectors), we make use of existing attribu- 147

tion methods. 148

Attribution methods (Baehrens et al., 2010; Si- 149

monyan et al., 2014; Shrikumar et al., 2017; Ade- 150

bayo et al., 2018; Sundararajan et al., 2017), also 151

known as saliency maps, attribute the prediction of 152

a (potentially black-box) model to its input features. 153

It thus fits our need to extract relevant spans in the 154

input given the reference target. Most saliency 155

methods are originally designed for image clas- 156

sification, where an importance score is assigned 157

for each dimension of the input feature. There- 158

fore, slight modifications (e.g., dot-product with 159

the word embeddings) are needed to apply them to 160

language data (Ding and Koehn, 2021; Denil et al., 161

2014). 162
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We implement and compare several popular at-163

tribution methods, which compute the attribution164

score for a given sentence S (denoting the set of165

token indexes in the sentence) in the input x for the166

target y and model PM.167

Leave-one-out (LOO) We replace the tokens in168

S by the <pad> token, and compute the difference169

in NLL:170

ApSq “ logPMpy|xq´ logPMpy|xS-paddedq. (2)171

LOO is also referred to as an occlusion-based172

method (Zeiler and Fergus, 2014; Li et al., 2016)173

in the literature.174

Attention-weight We sum up the attention175

weights assigned to tokens in S for all attention176

heads across all decoder layers:177

ApSq “
ÿ

iPS

ÿ

j,h,l

αh,l
i,j . (3)178

Grad-norm We sum the norm of gradient for the179

input word embeddings in S:180

ApSq “
ÿ

iPS

||∇h0
i
logPMpy|xq||2. (4)181

Grad-input-product Instead of taking vector182

norm, we compute the dot-product between the183

input embedding and its gradient:184

ApSq “
ÿ

iPS

´

∇h0
i
logPMpy|xq

¯

¨ h0
i . (5)185

While more sophisticated attribution method have186

been proposed in the literature (Lei et al., 2016;187

Sundararajan et al., 2017; Bastings et al., 2019),188

we mainly experiment with the above methods189

due to their simplicity and popularity. Attribution190

methods have been used for interpreting black-box191

models—applying them to derive labels that can192

further be used to control a model has to our knowl-193

edge not been explored before.194

Which attribution method best reflects the195

model’s inner working is still an active research196

area (Ding and Koehn, 2021; Adebayo et al., 2018).197

The present work is primarily concerned with198

how well the attribution scores align with human-199

annotated highlights. In our experiments, we find200

that leave-one-out (LOO) has the best correlation201

on the human-annotated development set (Table 1).202

We therefore adopt LOO to derive the automatic203

highlight annotations.204

More specifically, for the input-output pairs in205

the training set, we sort the LOO attribution scores206

Figure 2: Illustration of our proposed attention vectors
applied to a one-layer transformer encoder. The pa-
rameters of the transformer model are kept fixed. The
highlighted spans are filled by red.

of the sentences in the input from large to small, 207

and mark the tokens in the first few sentences (the 208

exact number varies by task) as highlights. We 209

denote the highlight labels obtained from this au- 210

tomatic procedure by a binary indicator variables 211

cattr “ tcattr
1 , . . . , cattr

n u, which will be used to train 212

the attention vectors. 213

2.2 Attention Vectors 214

To control the model’s focus, we introduce a set of 215

d-dimensional vectors θ, named attention vectors 216

(att-vec). They are designed to act as indicators 217

for the model, designating which parts of the in- 218

put to focus on. We now assume the training set 219

contains tx, cattr,yu triples, where cattr is obtained 220

from the attribution method from the previous sec- 221

tion. Attention vectors modify the forward pass 222

of the encoder model by applying a simple trans- 223

formation on the output embeddings of each layer 224

(including the input layer): 225

att-vecphl
iq “

"

hl
i d θlscale-att ` θlbias-att, if cattr

i “ 1

hl
i d θlscale-nonatt ` θlbias-nonatt, if cattr

i “ 0
.

(6)
226

We provide an illustration in Figure 2. The total 227

number of parameters introduced by the attention 228

vectors is therefore 4ˆ pL` 1q ˆd, which is negli- 229

gible in comparison to the large number of parame- 230

ters of the fixed transformer model. We note that as 231

the attention vectors operate directly on the encoder 232

embeddings, it does not require an explicit atten- 233

tion module to exist in the model and is therefore 234

applicable to non-attentional architectures such as 235

LSTMs (Huang et al., 2015). 236

We train the attention vectors using the standard 237

NLL loss with stochastic gradient descent (SGD): 238

Lpx,y, cattr; θq “ ´ logPatt-vecpy|x, cattrq, (7) 239
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where Patt-vecp¨|x, cattrq denotes the distribution240

over the output after the attention vectors are ap-241

plied. We re-iterate that during training of the242

attention vectors, the transformer model is kept243

fixed. This allows the user to default back to the244

pretrained model (i.e., without applying the atten-245

tion vectors), if the user prefers not to specify any246

highlights.247

Readers may wonder what the difference is be-248

tween our approach and standard end-to-end train-249

ing, as both cases use the same x,y pairs. This250

is related to our key assumption that different fo-251

cus of the input lead to different generations, and252

the fact that cattr is the relevant span for y in the253

ideal case. Therefore, the attention vectors have254

the opportunity to guide the model and give in-255

formation about which span is more relevant to y256

before the model observes y on the decoder side.257

To reduce the loss ´ logPatt-vec(M)py|x, cattrq, the258

attention vectors need to steer the model’s focus259

towards the spans marked by cattr.260

At test time, the user will highlight several sen-261

tences in the input which we denote by cuser. We262

apply the trained att-vec according to Equation 6,263

and decode the output from Patt-vecp¨|x, cuserq.264

3 Datasets265

We test our method on two NLG tasks: dialogue266

response generation with the PersonaChat dataset267

(Zhang et al., 2018), and abstractive summarization268

with the CNN/Dailymail dataset (Hermann et al.,269

2015; Nallapati et al., 2016) .270

PersonaChat PersonaChat is an open domain271

multi-turn chit-chat dataset, where two participants272

are required to get to know each other by chatting273

naturally. Each of them is given a persona: several274

pieces of personal information such as “I major275

in Computer Science”, serving as background in-276

formation. The participants are required to reflect277

their assigned persona in the conversation. The278

dataset contains 8,939 dialogues for training, 1,000279

for validation, and 968 for test. For each turn in the280

dialogue, we concatenate the persona of the speaker281

and the dialogue history as input, and train the base282

model to generate the current utterance. In some283

cases, the dialogue history is long and exceeds the284

input limit of the model, in which case we truncate285

the dialogue at the sentence level. The average286

number of sentences is around 11 after truncation.287

CNN/Dailymail CNN/Dailymail is a standard288

dataset for end-to-end abstractive summarization.289

Attribution Method PersonaChat
P@1(%)

CNN/Dailymail
P@1(%)

attention-weight 29.18 40.31
grad-norm 54.00 43.87

grad-input-product 44.05 32.60
leave-one-out 62.31 64.43

Table 1: Top-1 precision (%) of different attribution
methods on the human-labeled development set.

It contains 287,113 training examples, and 13,368 290

/ 11,490 examples for validation / test. We apply 291

the same truncation strategy as PersonaChat dur- 292

ing preprocessing. The processed articles have an 293

average length of 748 tokens, and the reference 294

summaries have an average length of 67 tokens. 295

Human-annotated Evaluation Data Both Per- 296

sonaChat and CNN/Dailymail are created end-to- 297

end and do not contain annotated highlight spans. 298

For principled evaluation, we utilize the Amazon 299

Mechanical Turk (AMT) platform to collect evalu- 300

ation sets where the highlight-generation pairs are 301

annotated by humans. 302

For PersonaChat, each turker is shown a dia- 303

logue history and the corresponding persona of the 304

speaker. The dialogue history is randomly selected 305

from the original test set of PersonaChat. Then 306

the turker is required to choose 1-3 sentences as 307

highlights (for example, one sentence in persona, 308

and one sentence in dialogue history), and write 309

down a dialogue response that not only continues 310

the current dialogue, but also is relevant to the 311

chosen highlights. Finally, we ask the turker to 312

repeat the above process, but select a different set 313

of highlights and provide another response. After 314

a few preliminary trials and modifications to our 315

instructions / rewards, we find that turkers com- 316

ply nicely with our instructions and provide high- 317

quality highlight-response pairs. 318

For CNN/Dailymail however, we first found that 319

turkers had difficulty writing a high-quality sum- 320

mary for a given news article, with many turkers 321

giving random responses even after we increased 322

the reward. This is perhaps unsurprising given that 323

writing a good summary is challenging and the ref- 324

erence summaries are written by experts. After 325

a few disappointing iterations, we turn to a com- 326

promise: we directly provide the turkers with the 327

reference summary, and only ask them to select 328

2-5 relevant sentences in the article. This greatly 329

simplifies the task, and we are able to collect high- 330

quality labels. This compromise is not ideal, as it 331
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reverses the order of highlighting and generation.332

However, we find that in most cases, the reference333

summaries in CNN/Dailymail were well covered334

by several “key” sentences in the article, which are335

highlighted by the turkers. Therefore, we believe336

this compromise does not hurt the soundness of our337

evaluation.338

In order to ensure high data quality for both dia-339

logue and summarization, we design a qualification340

test that turkers need to pass before conducting the341

actual tasks. Several automatic checks and a min-342

imal time limit are added in the scripts to prevent343

trivial answers. We also manually monitor the in-344

coming submissions, and ban misbehaving turkers345

and discard their submissions. More details about346

our AMT setup are provided in Appendix B.347

Our final collected datasets include 3,902348

highlight-generation pairs for PersonaChat, and349

4,159 pairs for CNN/Dailymail. They are randomly350

splitted 50/50 into dev/test sets. We include a num-351

ber of samples of our collected data in the sup-352

plementary materials. Our code and the collected353

dataset will be released in the public version of354

this manuscript. We hope that this evaluation data355

could facilitate future research in this direction.356

Comparison of Attribution Methods We use357

the collected highlight-generation pairs in the dev358

set to compare which attribution method aligns359

best with human-annotated highlights. In particu-360

lar, we compute the top-one precision of the sen-361

tence ranked highest by the attribution method. The362

result is shown in Table 1. We find that for both363

PersonaChat and CNN/Dailymail, LOO has the364

best alignment. We therefore use LOO to obtain365

automatic annotations for attention vector training.366

Interestingly, we observe low alignment between367

attention weight-derived attribution scores and hu-368

man judgment, which potentially indicates that con-369

trolling model generatons via intervening on the370

attention distributions may not optimal. Finally,371

we note that this result does not mean LOO is the372

“best” attribution method, as attribution method is373

supposed to reflect the model’s inner working, in-374

stead of a human’s.375

4 Experiments376

4.1 Experiment Setting and Baselines377

We use Blenderbot (Roller et al., 2020) as the378

base model for PersonaChat and BART (Lewis379

et al., 2019) for CNN/Dailymail, both of which are380

standard encoder-decoder transformer models. Our381

code is based on the transformers library (Wolf 382

et al., 2020). We load the pretrained weights from 383

facebook/blenderbot-400M-distill 384

and facebook/bart-base. Blenderbot has 385

2 encoder layers and 12 decoder layers, while 386

Bart has 6 encoder layers and 6 decoder layers. 387

To help Blenderbot cope with long dialogue 388

context in PersonaChat, we extend its maximum 389

position embedding index from 128 to 256. We use 390

beam-search for decoding, where we follow the 391

recommended configuration (Roller et al., 2020; 392

Lewis et al., 2019) and use a beam size of 10 for 393

Blenderbot and a beam size of 4 for Bart. 394

For both tasks, we first finetune the base model 395

on the original training set in the standard end-to- 396

end manner. The model is then fixed and used to 397

obtain automatic labels cattr with the LOO attribu- 398

tion method on the same training set. For each 399

training sample, we select the top-k sentences in 400

the input ranked by LOO. Since we do not know 401

the best value for k, we set it to be a random num- 402

ber from 1 to 3 for PersonaChat, and from 2 to 5 403

for CNN/Dailymail. 404

While the highlight labels in the training set 405

used to train attention vectors are derived au- 406

tomatically, we use the human-labeled dev set 407

for hyper-parameter tuning. This is to facilitate 408

fair comparison with other baseline approaches 409

which also utilize the human-labeled dev set. In 410

our ablation study, we will show that this depen- 411

dence on human-labeled dev set is not crucial 412

for our approach to achieve strong performance. 413

We perform a grid search over learning rate with 414

t1, 3, 5u ˆ t1e´4, 1e´3, 1e´2, 1e´1u. The Adam 415

optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) is used with 416

β1 “ 0.9, β2 “ 0.999, and a L2 decay weight 417

of 0.01. For both tasks, we set the mini-batch size 418

to be 16. 419

We compare the proposed att-vec approach with 420

several baselines: 421

Vanilla: The vanilla model, without any modifi- 422

cation in both the model and the input. 423

Padding: One trivial way to control the model’s 424

attention is to replace all input by the <pad> token, 425

except the spans highlighted by the user. However, 426

we find that this direct padding during evaluation 427

results in drastically worse perplexity. To allevi- 428

ate this problem, we randomly pad a portion of 429

sentences in the input during the standard end-to- 430

end finetuning, to make the model aware that only 431

partial input would be provided. 432
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Model PersonaChat CNN/Dailymail
PPL ROUGE-1/2/L BERTScore PPL ROUGE-1/2/L BERTScore

padding 38.93 16.69/2.80/13.72 84.42 19.62 39.31/18.44/28.67 88.34
vanilla 28.73 17.02/2.73/14.52 85.41 4.51 43.48/21.01/30.98 89.23

att-offset 23.79 21.10/3.77/17.54 86.04 4.49 43.96/20.64/31.26 89.28
att-vec 22.51 20.81/3.98/17.58 86.13 4.48 45.92/23.03/32.98 89.78

Table 2: Main results on the PersonaChat and CNN/Dailymail datasets. The proposed attention vector approach
shows strong performance across different metrics.

Att-offset: As a direct way to control the model’s433

attention, we add a positive scalar offset soffset to434

the cross-attention heads before the softmax opera-435

tion (Equation 1), for the highlighted spans. A simi-436

lar technique has been used in Dong et al. (2021) to437

modulate the attention distribution to tackle neural438

text degeneration problems (Holtzman et al., 2019).439

This approach modifies the attention weights via:440

α1
i,j “ softmax

iPt1...nu

ˆ

kphL
i q ¨ qj
?
d

` soffset
¨ 1rci“1s

˙

, (8)441

where soffset is a hyper-parameter, and is applied to442

all cross-attention heads in the decoder. We tune443

soffset on the human-annotated development set in444

a fine-grained manner. More details are given in445

Appendix A.446

Whether the attention distribution faithfully ex-447

plains a model’s predictions is the subject of much448

current debate (Jain and Wallace, 2019; Wiegreffe449

and Pinter, 2019; Bastings and Filippova, 2020).450

Therefore this direct modification of the attention451

head may not be the optimal solution for achieving452

attention control. Our proposed att-vec framework,453

on the other hand, utilizes attribution methods, and454

directly operates on the encoder embeddings.455

4.2 Results and Analysis456

During evaluation, human-annotated highlights are457

fed to the model. In addition to perplexity, we458

evaluate the generations from different approaches459

using two popular NLG metrics: ROUGE (Lin,460

2004), and BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2019).461

We show the main results in Table 2. As ex-462

pected, the padding baseline has poor performance,463

as a large portion of input is masked out. Com-464

pared to the vanilla baseline, att-vec obtains signif-465

icantly improved ROUGE and BERTScore on both466

tasks. This validates the motivation of this work:467

att-vec is effective in steering the model’s focus,468

which leads towards the desired generation. For469

CNN/Dailymail, the perplexity of att-vec is close470

to the vanilla model even though there is a large471

difference in ROUGE. We believe this is due to472

the constrained nature of the summarization task 473

and how perplexity is computed: once the model 474

observes the first few tokens, it is easy to figure 475

out what the current highlight is. The other two 476

metrics, on the other hand, are based on the actual 477

generation, and therefore does not have this issue. 478

The performance gap (in ROUGE/BERTScore) 479

between att-vec and att-offset is larger on the 480

CNN/Dailymail dataset. We believe this is because 481

the BART model has a deeper encoder than the 482

Blenderbot model. As the encoder grows deeper, 483

the embeddings become more “contextualized” and 484

its identifiability (Brunner et al., 2020) degrades. 485

And since the decoder attends to the last layer of 486

the encoder, this direct manipulation of attention 487

weights could be ineffective with deep encoders. 488

Table 3 shows generation samples from differ- 489

ent attention control approaches for PersonaChat. 490

Spans of the generation that are relevant to the 491

highlighted persona are marked in red. Compar- 492

ing to the generation from the vanilla model, the 493

generations from both att-offset and att-vec are 494

highly relevant to the respective highlighted per- 495

sona. One generation from att-offset is a little er- 496

ratic (“I am petro, my dog”), which may be due to 497

the inflexibility of att-offset. We defer the genera- 498

tion examples for CNN/Dailymail to Table 6 and 499

Table 7 (Appendix C) due to space constraints. We 500

observe that the generation from att-vec is quite 501

different from the vanilla model, and is more fo- 502

cused on the highlighted inputs. On the other hand, 503

att-offset’s generation still remains similar to the 504

vanilla model. 505

Does att-vec really change the model’s “atten- 506

tion”? In Figure 3, we study how the outputs of at- 507

tribution methods (attention-weight and grad-norm) 508

change with different baselines (vanilla, att-vec and 509

att-offset) for the CNN/Dailymail example (Table 510

6). Note that in this analysis, for the attribution 511

methods we set the target y to be the decoded out- 512

put from the respective modeling, instead of the 513

reference summary. The highlighted sentences are 514

marked by the red rectangles. 515
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Persona: I have a dog named pedro. I like to eat muffins.
I am five feet tall. I work in the healthcare industry.

I have a dog named pedro. I like to eat muffins.
I am five feet tall. I work in the healthcare industry.

Context: [P-1]: Hello, how are you today?
[P-2]: [TO ANSWER]

[P-1]: Hello, how are you today?
[P-2]: [TO ANSWER]

reference: Scared, i’m looking for my dog, his name is pedro.
have you seen him?

Just baking some muffins, if you got good vibes
come on over and share a muffin with me!

vanilla: Hi! I am doing well, how about yourself? What do
you do for a living?

Hi! I am doing well, how about yourself? What do
you do for a living?

att-offset: I am doing well, and you? I am petro, my dog, and
you?

I am doing well. I just finished eating a delicious
muffin. How about you?

att-vec: I am good. Just got back from walking my dog. Do
you have any pets?

I am doing well. What do you do for a living? I am
a muffin maker.

Table 3: Generation samples from different attention control approaches for PersonaChat. The inputs on both sides
are identical, except a different piece of persona is highlighted (marked in bold), which leads to different generations
from att-offset and att-vec. Another example is provided in Table 5 (Appendix C).

We observe that for both attention-weight and516

grad-norm, the application of att-vec make the517

highlighted sentences obtain the highest attribution518

scores, and the scores differ significantly from the519

vanilla model. In some of the non-highlighted sen-520

tences (marked by the blue rectangles), att-offset is521

not strong enough to significantly reduce its attri-522

bution. We also tried larger values of soffset for att-523

offset but found it lead to performance degradation.524

This analysis shows that despite the small number525

of parameters associated with the attention vectors,526

they are able to effectively steer the model’s focus.527

We provide a simple visualization of the trained528

att-vec parameters in Figure 3 (Appendix C).529

Ablation Studies Table 4 shows several variants530

of att-vec on CNN/Dailymail. We first tune the531

hyper-parameters of att-vec only with the origi-532

nal dev set with cattr, instead of human-annotated533

highlights. Despite this discrepancy, att-vec still534

achieves strong performance on the test set. This re-535

sult shows that the use of human-annotated dev set536

is not crucial for our framework. We then conduct537

an ablation study where we only apply att-vec on538

the first or last layer of the encoder, which reduces539

the number of parameters. We find that this re-540

sults in marginal performance degradation. Finally,541

we jointly finetune attention vectors and the whole542

model with the same loss function (Equation 7),543

where a separate and smaller learning rate is used544

for the model. Interestingly, the gain from model545

finetuning is very limited, which demonstrates the546

effectiveness of att-vec.547

5 Related Work548

Our proposed attention vector framework is549

closely related to the research topics of control-550

lable text generation, LM adaptation, and atten-551

Model CNN/Dailymail
PPL ROUGE-1/2/L BERTScore

all-layer* 4.48 45.92/23.03/32.98 89.78
ori-dev with cattr 4.50 46.41/22.69/32.48 89.62

only first layer 4.48 45.67/22.63/32.45 89.59
only last layer 4.48 46.06/22.84/32.69 89.69

plus model finetune 4.49 46.65/23.54/33.30 89.82

Table 4: Performance of different variants of att-vec
trained on CNN/Dailymail. all-layer* refers to our pro-
posed modelling (also reported in Table 2).

tion/attribution analysis, which we review below. 552

Controllable Text Generation Prior work on 553

controllable summarization introduced various 554

types of control mechanisms. Fan et al. (2017); 555

Saito et al. (2020) extract entity, keyword or 556

length, as additional supervision during training. 557

Gehrmann et al. (2018) trains a token-level con- 558

tent selection module, where the supervision is by 559

aligning the summaries to the documents. (Song 560

et al., 2021) proposes a two-staged generation strat- 561

egy and Goyal et al. (2021) incorporates multiple 562

decoders into a transformer framework. Some re- 563

cent work (He et al., 2020; Dou et al., 2020) uses 564

prompts to control the generation. 565

Existing work on controllable dialogue response 566

generation include using conditional variational au- 567

toencoders (Zhao et al., 2017; Li et al., 2020), and 568

incorporating external knowledge into the conver- 569

sational agent using knowledge graphs (Cui et al., 570

2021; Moon et al., 2019), unstructured documents 571

(Kim et al., 2020), or dialogue context (Zhao et al., 572

2020). 573

In open-ended language generation, a series of 574

approaches have been proposed to control for some 575

attribute (e.g., topic) of the generation (Keskar 576

7



Figure 3: Attribution scores for each sentence in the input, with different attention control approach applied to
BART. The highlighted sentences are marked by the red rectangles. The corresponding example is given in Table 6
(Appendix C).

et al., 2019; Dathathri et al., 2020; Krause et al.,577

2020; Yang and Klein, 2021). Some of these stud-578

ies utilize a trained classifier to guide the generative579

model towards the desired attribute.580

LM Adaptation Our proposed attention vector581

framework is also inspired by a series of recent582

works on prompting or light-weight LM adapta-583

tion. Li and Liang (2021), followed by Lester et al.584

(2021) and Zhong et al. (2021), propose prefix tun-585

ing, where continuous task-specific input vectors586

are tuned to adapt the pretrained LM to a down-587

stream task with supervised data, and the model is588

kept fixed.589

There is also a line of works on adapter-590

tuning, which insert and finetune task-specific lay-591

ers (adapters) between each layer of the pretrained592

LM (Houlsby et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2020; Pfeiffer593

et al., 2021). More recently, Guo et al. (2021) and594

Ben-Zaken et al. (2020) propose to finetune only595

a small subset of a pretrained model’s parameters,596

and achieves strong performance on the GLUE597

benchmark (Wang et al., 2018).598

Attention Analysis and Attribution Methods599

Due to the ubiquity of the attention module in cur-600

rent NLP models, various work has studied how601

the module captures linguistic phenomena in the602

input (Clark et al., 2019; Kovaleva et al., 2019;603

Kobayashi et al., 2020). It has also been used as604

a tool to interpret the model’s predictions (Wang605

et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2017; Ghaeini et al., 2018).606

Recently, there have been a series of studies607

discussing the use of attention weights for inter-608

pretability (Jain and Wallace, 2019; Wiegreffe and609

Pinter, 2019; Bastings and Filippova, 2020; Ser-610

rano and Smith, 2019), and it has been argued that611

attribution methods are a better choice to explain612

the model’s predictions. The poor alignment per-613

formance of attention weights that we get in Table614

1, on some level, are in agreement with that ar-615

gument. Our work is also related to the line of616

work on interpreting black box models through ra- 617

tionales (Lei et al., 2016; Bastings et al., 2019), 618

which are typically (discrete) subsets of the input 619

that are used to predict the output. Finally, sev- 620

eral recent works (Xu and Durrett, 2021; Ding and 621

Koehn, 2021) have compared different attribution 622

methods for interpreting NLP models. 623

In comparison to the aforementioned works, our 624

major innovations are two fold: (1) Our goal is to 625

control the focus of pretrained models, and thereby 626

steer the model’s generation, and our proposed at- 627

tention vectors are compatible with the standard 628

transformer architecture; (2) We utilize attribution 629

methods to obtain automatic annotations for att-vec 630

training. Therefore, our framework can be applied 631

to a wide range of NLG applications. 632

6 Conclusion 633

In this work we propose the attention vector frame- 634

work as a light-weight solution to control the focus 635

of pretrained transformer models. It has two ma- 636

jor advantages: (1) Attention vectors act as simple 637

transformations to the embeddings in the encoder, 638

and the transformer model is kept fixed; (2) Attribu- 639

tion methods are utilized to get automatic highlight 640

labels for training attention vectors. 641

We test our approach on two tasks: dialogue re- 642

sponse generation, and abstractive summarization. 643

For evaluation, we collect data where the highlight- 644

generation pairs are annotated by humans. Exper- 645

iments show that the trained attention vectors are 646

effective in steering the model to generate output 647

text that is relevant to the specified highlights. 648
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Appendices986

A Implementation Details987

For the att-vec baseline, we tune the offset soffset988

in a fine-grained manner, on the human-annotated989

dev set. We first set a relatively large max value990

(100) and get 20 evenly spaced numbers inside the991

interval p0, 100q. Then we calculate model PPL on992

the dev set with soffset set to these different offsets.993

Then we do another search in the interval that has994

lowest PPL. We repeat this iteration multiple times,995

and stops when PPL change is smaller than 1e´3.996

The final tuned value for Blenderbot is around 3.02,997

and around 0.17 for BART.998

B Evaluation Data Collection999

To improve the quality of collected dataset, we de-1000

sign a qualification test, which the turkers need1001

to pass before they can work on real assignments.1002

The test is designed to help turkers understand our1003

task better. For PersonaChat, we give turkers two1004

dialogue samples with pre-selected highlights, and1005

ask them to choose the appropriate response that1006

not only continues the dialogue, but also is rele-1007

vant to the highlights. For CNN/Dailymail , the1008

turkers are shown two example articles and the cor-1009

responding reference summaries. We have already1010

picked some highlights in the article, but there is1011

one highlight missing. And the turker is required1012

to pick the missing highlight. The interface for the1013

PersonaChat qualification test is shown in Figure1014

5.1015

We also add multiple checks in our script to pre-1016

vent trivial answers. We ban trivial copy&paste1017

from the given context. A time check is added1018

that requires turker to spend at least 60 seconds1019

on a single HIT. For the two assignments in Per-1020

sonaChat, we add a content check that prevents1021

duplicate highlights or response. We show our in-1022

terface for PersonaChat in Figure 6. Despite these1023

checks and the qualification tests, there still exist a1024

small number of misbehaving turkers who attempt1025

to cheat. Therefore we also manually monitor the1026

incoming submissions, and ban misbehaving turk-1027

ers and filter out their submissions.1028

More examples of our interface and instructions1029

can be found in our uploaded data samples.1030

C Auxiliary Results and Examples1031

In Figure 4, we provide a simple visualization of1032

the trained attention vectors of BART. To make the1033

Figure 4: 50 random dimensions of the trained attention
vector on first encoder layer of the BART model.

Figure 5: An example of our AMT qualification test
for PersonaChat. We have chosen the highlights in the
context, and the turker is supposed to choose a response
that not only continues the dialogue, but also is relevant
to the highlights.
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Figure 6: An example of our AMT interface on PersonaChat. The highlights and a response are labeled by a turker.

figure easy to grasp, we randomly sample 50 di-1034

mensions (out of 768) of trained att-vec parameters.1035

In the figure only the trained parameters for the1036

first encoder layer is shown, and we find that the1037

patterns for the other layers are similar.1038

We first find that the learned scaling parameters1039

are close to 1 and the bias parameters are close to1040

zero. This implies that the transformation defined1041

by the att-vec is not drastic, and a relatively small1042

tweak could be enough to steer the model’s focus.1043

An interesting pattern can be observed for the1044

scaling vectors. θscale-nonatt tends to down-scale the1045

embedding, comparing to θscale-att. This matches1046

our intuition that the embeddings on the non-1047

highlighted positions should be down-played.1048
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Persona: My parents did not want me. It’s a dead end job so
i am looking for something different. I was raised
by my uncle and aunt.

My parents did not want me. It’s a dead end job so
i am looking for something different. I was raised
by my uncle and aunt.

Context:

[P-1]: Hello how are you doing?
[P-2]: Pretty good. how are you?
[P-1]: I am making dinner getting ready for bed.
[P-2]: I just got off work.
[P-1]: I am looking for something different to do.
[P-2]: [TO ANSWER]

[P-1]: Hello how are you doing?
[P-2]: Pretty good. how are you?
[P-1]: I am making dinner getting ready for bed.
[P-2]: I just got off work.
[P-1]: I am looking for something different to do.
[P-2]: [TO ANSWER]

reference: Do you know anywhere that’s hiring work from
home? I’m looking for a new job.

I grow up with my aunt and we always had scripture
study after dinner, you can try it.

vanilla: My parents wanted me to be a doctor like them, but
i do not want to do that.

My parents wanted me to be a doctor like them, but
i do not want to do that.

att-offset: What do you do for a living? I have been looking
for a new job myself.

Do you have any relatives you can ask for help with?
my family was always there for me.

att-vec: What do you do for a living? I am unemployed right
now looking for a job.

What do you do for a living? I work with my aunt
at her law firm.

Table 5: Generation samples from different attention control approaches for PersonaChat. The inputs on both sides
are identical, except a different piece of persona is highlighted, which leads to different generations from att-offset
and att-vec.

Article: England World Cup hopeful Elliot Daly has been named the Aviva Premiership’s player of the month for
March.r1s The uncapped Wasps centre, 22, scored two tries in March as the Coventry-based club
maintained on course for a Champions Cup spot next season.r2s Equally comfortable at full back,
Daly’s form at centre has him pushing incumbent England No 13 Jonathan Joseph hard for his place.r3s

Elliot Daly is handed his player of the month award by Wasps director of rugby Dai Young.r4s He looks
certain to be included in Stuart Lancaster’s England’s World Cup training squad named next month.r5s Wasps
director of rugby Dai Young said: ’If England are going to go out and win the Rugby World Cup, he’s
the type of player you’ve got to have in the team so I’d certainly like to think he’s pushing for a place in
the squad.’.r6s BT Sport analyst Austin Healey added: ’For a good couple of years now us rugby watchers
have known of the potential of Elliot Daly.’r7s

¨ ¨ ¨ (LEAVE OUT UNIMPORTANT SENTECES)

reference: Elliot Daly was in fine form at outside centre for Wasps in March. Daly, 22, has not yet been capped by
England. Wasps head coach Dai Young says England must pick him for World Cup.

vanilla: England World Cup hopeful Elliot Daly has been named Aviva Premiership’s player of the month for March.
The 22-year-old scored two tries in March as Coventry-based club maintained on course for a Champions
Cup spot next season. Daly’s form at centre has him pushing incumbent England No 13 Jonathan Joseph hard
for his place.

att-offset: England World Cup hopeful Elliot Daly has been named Aviva Premiership’s player of the month for March.
The uncapped Wasps centre scored two tries in March as Coventry-based club maintained on course for a
Champions Cup spot next season. Daly’s form at centre has him pushing incumbent England No 13 Jonathan
Joseph hard for his place.

att-vec: The uncapped Wasps centre scored two tries in March. Daly’s form at centre has him pushing incumbent
England No 13 Jonathan Joseph hard for his place. Wasps director of rugby Dai Young said: ’If England are
going to go out and win the Rugby World Cup, he’s the type of player you’ve got to have in the team.’

Table 6: Generation samples of different attention control approaches on CNN/Dailymail dataset. The highlighted
setences are marked in bold. The span marked in red in the reference summary is captured by the generation from
att-vec, but not by att-offset. The sentence number marked in the input corresponds the sentence index in Figure 3.
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Article: Kabul, Afghanistan (CNN)A suicide bomber detonated his explosives near a group of protesters in
eastern Afghanistan on Thursday, killing 17 people and wounding dozens more, police said.r1s "An
Afghan lawmaker taking part in the protests in the city of Khost was among the 64 people wounded,"r2s

said Faizullah Ghairat, the provincial police chief Taliban spokesman Zabiullah Mujahid denied
his group was responsible for the attack.r3s No other organization has so far claimed responsibility.r4s

Humayoon Humayoon, an Afghan member of parliament for Khost province, and the other protesters were on
their way to join a larger rally against the provincial governor, according to Zahir Jan, an eyewitness.r5s The
suicide attack hit the group around 10 a.m. local time, police said.r6s

¨ ¨ ¨ (LEAVE OUT UNIMPORTANT
SENTENCES)

reference: An Afghan lawmaker is among 64 people wounded in the attack, police say. Taliban spokesman denies his
group was responsible for the attack.

vanilla: A suicide bomber detonates his explosives near a group of protesters, killing 17 people and wounding dozens
more. The Taliban spokesman denies his group was responsible for the attack. No other organization has so
far claimed responsibility for the attack. The suicide attack hit the group around 10 a.m. local time.

att-offset: A suicide bomber detonates his explosives near a group of protesters, killing 17 people and wounding dozens
more. The Taliban spokesman denies his group was responsible for the attack. No other organization has so
far claimed responsibility for the attack. The suicide attack hit the group around 10 a.m. local time.

att-vec: A suicide bomber detonates his explosives near a group of protesters, killing 17 people. An Afghan lawmaker
is among the 64 people wounded, police say. Taliban spokesman Zabiullah Mujahid denies his group was
responsible for the attack. No other organization has so far claimed responsibility.

Table 7: Generation samples of different attention control approaches on CNN/Dailymail dataset. The span marked
in red in the reference summary is captured by the generation from att-vec, but not by att-offset.
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